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Dehalogenases SEQENZYM kit 

Technical Data Sheet 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

The SEQENZYM™ - Dehalogenase Kit contains 4 enzymes that have been selected for their selectivity and 

their wide range of potential substrates. 

The 2-haloacid dehalogenases catalyse the hydrolytic dehalogenation of 2-haloalkanoic acids to produce 2-

hydroxyalkanoic acids. They are only active on compounds in which the halogen is attached at the C2 position.  

Haloalkane dehalogenases catalyse the hydrolysis of carbon-halogen bonds of halogenated compounds, to 

produce an alcohol. These enzymes are active toward halogenated alkanes, cycloalkanes, alkenes, ethers, 

alcohol, ketones or cyclic dienes. Hydrolytic cleavage of a carbon-halogen bond proceeds by the SN2 

mechanism with the addition of water. Water is the only co-factor required for catalysis. 

 

 

The D-haloacid dehalogenase E3397 catalyses the reaction of dehalogenation of the (R)-α-haloacid and can 

be used for the resolution of DL-α-haloacid to obtain the (S)-α-haloacid and the (R)-α-hydroxyacid or inversely 

in terms of stereoselectivity. 

The L-haloacid dehalogenase E3528 catalyses the reaction of dehalogenation of the (S)-α-haloacid and it can 

be used for resolution of DL-α-Haloacid to obtain the (R)-α-haloacid and/or the (R)-α-hydroxyacid. 

The haloalkane dehalogenase E4393 is able to dehalogenate stereoselectively various substrates to obtain 

halogenated or hydroxylated chirales derivatives. This enzyme accept various solvents (Alkanes, ethers) and is 

effective in biphasic medium. 

The DL-haloacid dehalogenase E4426 is not steroselective and can be used to dehalogenate a DL-α-haloacid 

with a chain length of the alkyl group up to C8. 
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KIT DESCRIPTION 

The kit contains 4 dehalogenases as cell-free extracts for R&D use only (E3397, E3528, E4393, E4426, 50mg 

each). The screening kit contains sufficient enzyme and cofactors to perform 5 assays per enzyme at 1 mL 

scale. Buffer salts, H2SO4 and MTBE are not provided; for buffer preparation, see “ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION”. 

Enzyme Enzyme type Selectivity Temperature Buffer 

E3397 Haloacide dehalogenase S 30 °C 200 mM TRIS-SO4 pH 10.5 

E3528 Haloacid dehalogenase R 50 °C 200 mM TRIS-SO4 pH 9.5 

E4393 Haloalkane dehalogenase  - 40 °C 200 mM TRIS-SO4 pH 9.5 

E4426 Haloacid dehalogenase Rac 20 °C 200 mM TRIS-SO4 pH 8.5 

SCREENING PROCEDURE FOR DEHALOGENASES 

The following conditions are test conditions that can be optimized during further development steps – Contact 

us for more details. 

1. Stock solutions preparation for a full screen (assessment of the 4 dehalogenases): 

 
Stock solutions Volume to add 

for each assay 
Additional info 

Amount Dissolve in 

Halogenated substrate 0.044 mmol 2.2 mL of MTBE 500 µL 
 

Dehalogenases 10 mg 
500 µL of 0.2 M TRIS-SO4 

pH of the enzyme 
500 µL 

Homogeneize 
well with pipet* 

* : Take care to well suspend the cell-free extracts to get an homogeneous suspension. Do not sonicate. 

2. In a vial, mix 500 µL of dehalogenase suspension with 500 µL of substrate. The reaction mixture appears as 

a biphasic system.  

3. Heat the reaction mixture at the corresponding temperature (see table - kit description) under magnetic 

agitation. 

4. After approximately 24 hours, analyze the reaction by any preferred method to determine the conversion of 

the halogenated substrate to the target alcohol and the enantiomeric excess. 
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STORAGE  

Recommended storage temperature for the enzyme and cofactors is -20 °C. 

Prepare freshly cofactor and enzyme suspensions before use. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Preparation of 200 mM TRIS (tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane) buffer: 

Dissolve 2.42 g of Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane in 80 mL of H2O. Adjust the pH with a solution of H2SO4 

1 N and complete to 100 mL with H2O. 

AFTER YOUR FIRST TRIALS, 

Protéus by Seqens is available for any discussion concerning your results and further steps. Contact us if you 

need:   

- Enlarge your screening with additional enzymes from our exclusive collection  

- Larger enzyme quantities for your trials and scale-up 

- Performance optimization on your chemistry: parameters of enzyme use 

Protéus-by-Seqens has powerful tools to improve the enzyme performance and activity: our expertise is the 

fine-tuning of biocatalysts by directed evolution using Protéus-by-Seqens proprietary methodology (Evosight™ 

or L-Shuffling™) – Contact us for more details. 

Keep in mind that Protéus by Seqens is dedicated to the development of biocatalyzed reactions and offers 

industrial scale-up capabilities within CDMO facilities – Contact us for a quote. 

CONTACT 

+33(0)466 70 64 64 

http://www.proteus.seqens.com 

seqenzym@seqens.com 

 

 


